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‘Winter soiree with kCura’s CEO Andrew Sieja & Sky Discovery’
Sky Discovery is pleased to announce our free Cloud eDiscovery Software and Services based
seminar is set for Thursday 28 July, at Bar Lourinha in Melbourne.
Delivered in partnership with kCura and InPlace Solutions, this Free event will begin at 6:00pm,
with Portuguese Tapas and drinks provided until 8pm.
If you’re a Melbourne-based CIO, Director of IT, Team Leader, or are simply interested in finding
out more about the strategic benefits of Cloud eDiscovery Software and Services, register now
to secure your spot!
The Strategic Benefits of Cloud eDiscovery Software & Services
Cloud computing and SaaS are the zeitgeist of the modern IT professional and increasingly the
legal industry is working through how best to grapple with maintaining a balance between the
speed, power and uptime vs control and security of managing client’s data in the cloud.
The CIOs of today’s organizations are no longer solely responsible for the management of IT, but
for also supporting business growth by driving innovation whilst lowering costs.
Whilst enterprise document management solutions have started to move into the cloud with
Office 365, most eDiscovery solutions are still run on premise under a law firm’s firewall. So the
question for most is how best to respond?
How can I lower the total cost of supporting eDiscovery within the business? How can I continue
to provide the latest and greatest features and commit to a perpetual upgrade path? How do I
liberate my team in order to focus on key strategic initiatives and innovation?
We believe we know the answers so come along to hear how.
Sky Discovery, in partnership with kCura and InPlace Solutions will talk you through the growth
of cloud and managed eDiscovery software and services and what it means for the market in
Australia.
The agenda will include presentations from the following leaders answering questions around
the following;

What does the growth of cloud mean for law firms? How to navigate the
minefield?
Patrick Ng – Principal Consultant @ InPlaceSolutions
Patrick has almost 20 years’ experience within professional services including
many years as IT Director of a national law firm. He has also consulted to
manufacturers, educational institutions, retailers, property developers and tech
firms and is a respected commentator on legal tech.
A frank and logical communicator with a creative yet socially aware approach, his industry
expertise covers both strategic and operational briefs. His tech expertise covers pretty much
everything a professional services organisation could wish for including cloud EDMS, practice
management, case management and eDiscovery.
Why is kCura going SaaS? What do we want to deliver for our customers?
Andrew Sieja – CEO and Founder of kCura
A developer by trade, Andrew Sieja is the founder and CEO of kCura, a global
software company that builds Relativity—an application that helps the legal
community manage and analyze electronic data during litigation and
investigations. Andrew started kCura as a software consultancy in February
2001, and has since grown it to be a leader in electronic discovery with more than 600 team
members. Relativity is used by more than 135,000 active users, and its customers include the
U.S. Department of Justice and more than 190 of the Am Law 200.
Andrew was named Ernst & Young’s Entrepreneur of the Year and inducted into the Chicago
Area Entrepreneurship Hall of Fame in 2013. kCura received the Merrick Momentum Award from
the Chicago Entrepreneurial Centre in 2014—recognized as “the top up-and-coming company”
in Chicago—and has been included in Deloitte’s Technology Fast 500 list for four consecutive
years.
What are law firms looking for from providers around managed services?
What does the future of eDiscovery services look like?
Jeff Jarrett – Director of Consulting @ Sky Discovery
Jeff has 14 years’ experience in industry, with a background including US
Department of Justice criminal fraud cases and private consulting to New York
City area top law firms, as well as 7 years of experience servicing the Australian
market. Jeff focuses on change management through a mixture of software supporting
Australian technical requirements, software to enforce process, persona specific training
modules, best practice templates & ad-hoc hands-on project consulting.
Jeff has been one of the leading eDiscovery voices in the Australian market over the last decade,
often featuring in events and webinars around advancing eDiscovery technologies and practical
solutions.
Panel Q&A

